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Introducing SpectrumHub

8 February 2024

Wireless spectrum is one of the most valuable commodities in the telecoms market. But who owns it all 

and how much is it worth?

Today, we launch SpectrumHub, the beta version of our Global Spectrum Database. We believe this 

new product offers differentiated and unique information on the global spectrum market to help clients 

have an up-to-date detailed picture of global spectrum market.

Spectrum positioning and value is a critical piece of any telecoms analysis: For anyone trying to properly 

analyse the telecoms sector, ascertaining the right spectrum position is critical – not just for potential 

competitive differentiation (for example in the US, the standard deviation of spectrum holdings is one of 

the highest globally); but also, for looking at licence renewals outside the US. For credit investors, the 

timing of licence renewals (€34bn potentially to come in the main 5 EU markets in the next decade) can 

have a critical balance sheet impact, and for equity investors, the NPV of spectrum renewals can be up to 

1x EBITDA – which needs to be considered in asset valuations. And then in special situations like DISH, 

understanding the details of their spectrum holdings and potential valuations are essential.

We aim to pull all of this together in SpectrumHub and we hope users find it as helpful as we have 

already during our own internal trial use.

Unique insight into the global spectrum market
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Launching SpectrumHub – Beta Version 1.0

Source: New Street Research analysis

31 2 4 5

New Product

We are delighted to launch 
SpectrumHub, our Global 

Spectrum Database in a beta 
version today. 

We believe this new product 
provides a genuinely unique 
insight into the state of play 

of the global wireless 
spectrum market. 

Access

SpectrumHub consists of a 
Tableau interactive 

dashboard and is accessible 
over our website. 

For clients interested in 
accessing the full database 

directly, please contact Jose 
Anguis and clients will be 
given a separate log-in for 

the platform
 

Feedback & Version 2.0

During the beta phase, we 
would love to hear from 
users of the platform on 
feedback on product and 

future areas of improvement 
in advance of a rollout of 

Version 2.0. 

At the back of this 
presentation, we run through 
some of the key features a 
short tutorial – albeit we 

hope users to find it 
relatively easy to navigate.

Launch Webinar

We will be running a separate 
webinar to highlight both the 
findings of this report and to 
run through how to use the 

database in detail.

When:
 Wednesday 14th February, 

3pm UK time, 10am EST

To register for this webinar, 
please click HERE.

Free Trial Period

SpectrumHub, which sits 
outside our regular telecoms 
subscription, will be available 

to all our clients for free 
during a several-month trial 

period and after that it will be 
put behind a separate 

paywall. 

We also aim to add other 
valuable data sets behind 

this paywall soon.
Contact information: 

E: jose.anguis@newstreetresearch.com 
T: +1 646 681 4603

https://newstreetresearch.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_wlxTwM8pTK2Hotf4RXBOjQ
mailto:jose.anguis@newstreetresearch.com
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1) How spectrum drives differentiation
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Some Context

Spectrum costs are one of the largest costs the industry faces

• Value embedded in US spectrum is close to $400bn: The market price paid for US spectrum by the mobile carriers is $385bn (at an 

average of $0.95/MHz.pop), representing 78% of the market value of T-Mobile, Verizon, AT&T and DISH. This also compares against 

aggregate wireless industry capex running at c.$35bn/ annum

• Cost to renew EU spectrum remains high: In Europe, the aggregate cost of current licences is much lower at just $0.18/MHz.pop, or 

€53bn among the Big 5 markets – which at 324m pops, is like the US market size of 330m pops) , the catch for the European carriers is 

that these spectrum licences tend to be 15-20 year duration so the constant overhang of renewals lurk. We estimate that €34bn of 

spectrum renewals could come due in the next decade in the big 5 European markets alone.

• Comparative US vs. Europe Spectrum Valuations: Even adjusting these licences to the equivalent price for a freehold licence (i.e., a US 

price), the equivalent cost would still be $0.28/ MHz.pop, 30% of US price levels, showing that spectrum prices in Europe have been 

lower, in part also reflecting the lower ARPU. However, the NPV of the future renewal fees would equate to a significant 0.8-1.3x sector 

EBITDA, so need to be considered when thinking about asset valuations.

The allocation of spectrum across the world has led to some of the biggest spending decisions by telecoms companies and in 

most markets outside the US. Spectrum has been allocated on a leasehold basis, i.e., a licence period with a finite duration, which 

means that spectrum renewal will be an ongoing cost for the industry (and one we think people often ignore until it is too late). In 

the US though, all spectrum has been issued on a freehold basis, with high upfront costs involved, but less future spectrum cost

risk (even though there can be secondary trading in the spectrum).

Source: New Street Research analysis
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Price paid per MHz.pop in USD

Global spectrum auction prices paid since 2000

Spectrum auctions have come thick and fast over the past 15 years

Spectrum auctions have been a regular occurrence over the past 15 years to meet ever rising cellular demand as Governments 

have cleared bands using legacy technologies to allow them to switch to cellular. Ongoing improvements in spectral efficiency

have opened new higher frequency bands with greater bandwidth to offer even more capacity. This arms race has had a huge 

impact on both the balance sheets of the telecom companies and their commercial differentiation, particularly in the US and India. 

Therefore, assessing how spectrum is both distributed and what future costs might be incurred is of critical importance.

Source: New Street Research analysis
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Europe vs. US Spread of Spectrum Holdings: US Far Higher than Europe Distribution of Existing Spectrum between Major Carriers

US spectrum is freehold, so existing distribution is critical for success

In the US market, spectrum distribution is notably uneven among major players, leading to higher prices compared to other markets, 

alongside factors like freehold nature and higher ARPUs. Prior to the C-Band auction, there was a remarkably high standard deviation 

in spectrum holdings, likely contributing to the subsequent high auction prices as AT&T and Verizon sought to rebalance. Despite the 

C-Band auction, the standard deviation remains high, potentially benefiting T-Mobile in the long term. Additionally, the UK market 

stands out with BT holding significant spectrum advantage, positioning them for successful competition in the medium term

Source: New Street Research analysis

Standard deviation in holdings (MHz) Sub-1GHz 1GHz-2.5GHz >2.5GHz Total

France 9 5 13 27

Germany 6 32 10 48

Spain 6 0 10 16

UK 18 41 31 91

Italy 12 6 18 35

US (now) 13 21 46 80

US (pre-C Band auction) 13 21 91 124
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Cost to Renew: Spectrum renewals will continue to be a huge deal for operators in Europe

In Europe, spectrum renewals are the bigger issue – could be €53bn over the next round

In Europe, where the spectrum distribution between carriers is more evenly distributed, it is the issue of renewals that is of critical 

importance given that spectrum is sold on a leasehold usually over a 15-20 year horizon. To put this in context, our new spectrum 

database shows that for the Big 5 markets in Europe, and based on most recent market rates, the future costs to renew the 

carriers’ owned spectrum will be €53bn, which is equivalent to 1.8x mobile EBITDA, and 0.8x total sector EBITDA. 

In our New Street target prices, we fully include the perpetual renewal of all these spectrum obligations as liabilities alongside net 

debt.

Source: New Street Research analysis

Cost to renew existing

€ bn spectrum portfolio Mobile EBITDA Sector EBITDA Mobile EBITDA Sector EBITDA

France 11.8                            6.9                              14.8                            1.7x 0.8x

Germany 17.0                            7.6                              19.0                            2.2x 0.9x

Spain 13.5                            4.0                              7.7                              3.3x 1.7x

UK 5.0                              4.3                              7.7                              1.2x 0.6x

Italy 6.1                              6.3                              16.7                            1.0x 0.4x

Total 53.4                         29.0                         65.9                         1.8x 0.8x

Cost as multiple of
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€M expected auction spend

Likely Renewal Spectrum Cycle for the Major 5 European Markets

Even if they might not be imminent, don’t forget about them

Since the pre-Covid 3.5GHz auctions, the European carriers have been in a relative “spectrum lull” over the past few years. However, 

investors should remain vigilant to some major spectrum renewals as we approach the end of the decade. Using SpectrumHub, we show 

the future renewal schedule based on a repeat of historic auction prices. The renewal dates for all the spectrum licences in these major 

markets are shown in our database. €34bn out of €53bn in renewals are coming over the next decade and should be considered in potential 

balance sheet scenarios. We await the outcome of the 2025 German auction (potentially delayed) and the next major renewal in Italy in 

2029

Source: New Street Research analysis
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Factors Contributing to Decreased Expected Costs

Assessing future spectrum renewal costs: risk to the downside on expected costs

• Slight gradual decline in pricing: Although hard to draw a precise trend, as we show in the slides on the following pages, the 

average cost per MHz.pop in Europe has gradually been slightly declining at time has gone on. This has arguably been driving 

by declining ROCE in the sector implying operators can’t afford to pay as much, and  more spectrum licences include capex 

obligations which means some of the “licence cost” is now transferred into capex obligations.

• Auction structures less onerous: Some past spectrum auctions have been influenced by regulators trying to use spectrum 

auctions to create artificial scarcity or have specifically reserved spectrum for new entrants. Although this can’t be ruled out in 

future, for the time being, we think this is less likely.

• Potential shift to annual licence fees: As we have seen in the UK, it is also possible that upfront auctions could be changed 

into annual licence fees to help smooth the cost. 

• Delayed renewal: The other option that regulators are considering to be more lenient on the sector is the idea of a temporary 

postponement in the auction (in return for an annual fee over the intervening period) as is currently being discussed in the 

German 2025 auction. This is also an option being proposed by the Spanish Government to extend all existing licences to 40-

year terms, which would push out the renewals we show here for Spain by 15 years into the 2040s. We also saw in Spain that 

the 2100MHz renewal in 2021 was pushed out by 10 years at no incremental charge.

In our models, we assume that the spectrum renews at the historic cost, but we think that given the evolving regulatory 

environment in Europe, the risk on renewal cost is likely to be to the downside for several key reasons

Source: New Street Research analysis
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Price paid per MHz.pop ($)

Spectrum Auction Prices for Low Band Spectrum

Spectrum auction prices for sub-1GHz spectrum

Source: New Street Research analysis
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Price paid per MHz.pop ($)

Spectrum Auction Prices for Mid Band - Lower Spectrum

Spectrum auction prices for 1GHz – 2.5GHz spectrum

Source: New Street Research analysis
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Price paid per MHz.pop ($)

Spectrum Auction Prices for Mid Band - Upper Spectrum

Spectrum auction prices for 2.6GHz - 4.0GHz spectrum

Source: New Street Research analysis
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• For the carriers, this is obviously a mixed blessing:

− No-one likes the risk of a potential new spectrum auction for an untested 

band and in some markets like Italy and the US, we saw extremely high 

prices being paid for the 3.5GHz C-Band spectrum. 

− However, the extra 700MHz of bandwidth (with potential propagation of 

c.500-800m?) could unleash significant extra capacity, saving future 

densification capex and keeping it out of the hands of potential 

unlicenced competitors. 

• Extra potential cost of €9bn: Based on an assumed cost of €0.04/MHz.pop, we 

estimate that in the Big-5 EU markets, this extra cost across the whole industry 

could be c.€9bn towards the end of the decade. However, this is notoriously 

difficult to forecast, and not all the spectrum will necessarily be made available 

for cellular licences.

Potential cost if upper-6GHz in Europe is fully auctioned

Potential Auction Cost if Upper-6GHz in Europe is Fully Auctioned

Are there other spectrum bands to come? Upper-6GHz?

Our spectrum database currently covers all the auctioned bands, but ever improving spectral efficiency techniques suggest that 

new spectrum bands may soon be up for auction. Specifically, we believe that the upper-6GHz spectrum band (6.4-7.1GHz) could 

be the next licenced spectrum to be auctioned. In the US, this risk is very low as the FCC has designated this band as a WiFi (along 

with other markets like Canada, Brazil and South Korea). However, in Europe, the recent WRC-23 suggested that the major usage 

for this band should be for cellular operators. We believe it could be made available for auction towards the end of this decade.

Source: New Street Research analysis

Implications

Metric Value

Pops in Big 5 EU markets (m) 324

EU price for 3.5GHz (€ per MHz.pop) 0.16

Bandwidth of 3.5GHz band (MHz) 400

Bandwidth of 6.4-7.1GHz band (MHz) 700

Discount for upper-6GHz vs. 3.5GHz -75%

Potential price per MHz.pop (€) 0.04

Auction cost (€bn) 9.3
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2) Introducing SpectrumHub
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Three starting options: US, India and then everywhere else

SpectrumHub is structured in 3 big dashboards: US, India and Worlwide. Given the importance of spectrum costs and the regional 

variations, we have split out the US and India as two critical markets where readers can do a much more detailed deep-dive. For 

the rest of the world, users can then access all other countries separately and all the data from the first section of this note was 

drawn directly from SpectrumHub. 

Source: New Street Research analysis
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Each of the three dashboards follows the same structure, with 2 clear differentiated sections

Each of the three dashboards has the same structure, consisting of two tabs containing the two main analyses included for now: 

1) Spectrum Holdings tab, which provides detailed MHz breakdowns by band and carrier for each country; and 2) Price tab, which 

offers $ per MHz population analysis by band and carrier for each of the countries, and  pricing comparisons among different 

countries

Source: New Street Research analysis

Map area: 
Highlight countries 

available and act as a 
country selector as 

well

Filters area: Users can select the 
desired country and filter by Band 

Class or Bands

Chart area

Price analysis section

Spectrum Holdings 
analysis section
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Complete global spectrum ownership mapped out

Clicking through to the Worldwide option, then offers a dropdown menu to allow users to pick out practically any market globally

and to see who owns what spectrum and at which frequencies.

Source: New Street Research analysis

Country selector: Users can 
select the desired country here
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Spectrum holdings by carrier and band, and further subdivision of spectrum available

The top chart shows the total spectrum holdings by carrier. Users can access additional details by toggling the switch next to the 

chart, revealing a table that breaks down the spectrum holdings by paired (FDD) and unpaired (TDD) MHz for each band. 

This breakdown is crucial for understanding carriers' spectrum ownership across various frequencies.

Source: New Street Research analysis
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Graphical display of spectrum holdings also available

The bottom table displays the aggregate spectrum holdings of each carrier across different frequency bands. Users can visualize 

the same data graphically using the switch located above the table.

Source: New Street Research analysis
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SpectrumHub includes a price analysis section: a critical feature for financial investors

The price section delivers a detailed price analysis, encompassing historical pricing data (top chart) and most recent pricing data 

(bottom table) for each band and carrier. While currently available for seven countries (Germany, Italy, Spain, France, UK, US and 

India), we are committed to expanding this feature to other countries in upcoming product versions. 

Source: New Street Research analysis

One can select the 
country, choose 

between local currency 
or USD and filter by 

bands with these drop-
down menus

The map highlights 
the current countries 

with price analysis 
available. US and 

India pricing analysis 
can be found in their 

corresponding 
sections

Pressing “Top Global 
Markets” toggle, we 

open the cross-market 
pricing comparisons 

(see next slide)
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Price analysis can be done across different countries

The price section delivers a detailed price analysis, encompassing historical pricing data (top chart) and most recent pricing data 

(bottom table) for each band and carrier. While currently available for seven countries (Germany, Italy, Spain, France, UK, US and 

India), we are committed to expanding this feature to other countries in upcoming product versions. 

Source: New Street Research analysis

By selecting different 
countries, bands and 
dates, one can then 

explore specific 
auctions in more detail
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In the US section, the national view displays spectrum holdings weighted by the total country population

The structure of the US section mirrors that of the Worldwide dashboard. However, unlike the Worldwide dashboard, the US section

includes views at both the county and state levels due to the unique characteristics of its licenses, which are at the market level 

rather than the national level. The national view displays a population-weighted average of spectrum by band and carrier. Thanks

to this view, we can address questions such as the spectrum ownership of DISH and provide band-specific detail.

Source: New Street Research analysis
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SpectrumHub also offers a state-level perspective of the spectrum holdings in the US

The state view displays a population-weighted average of spectrum by band and carrier in that specific state.

Source: New Street Research analysis
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Users can also go further into individual counties for key holdings

The county view displays a population-weighted average of spectrum by band and carrier in that specific county.

Source: New Street Research analysis
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US price section includes auction prices for every band

We will enhance this view by adding the most relevant secondary transactions and the portfolio valuation of each carrier’s 

spectrum.

Source: New Street Research analysis
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India section

As with the US, India offers a regional view alongside the national view due to the existence of telecom circles for spectrum

licenses

Source: New Street Research analysis
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For full access to SpectrumHub (Beta Version),

please contact Jose Anguis

Source: New Street Research analysis

Contact information: 
E: jose.anguis@newstreetresearch.com 

T: +1 646 681 4603

mailto:jose.anguis@newstreetresearch.com
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Regulatory Disclosures: This research is directed only at persons classified as Professional Clients under the rules of the 

Financial Conduct Authority (‘FCA’), and must not be re-distributed to Retail Clients as defined in the rules of the FCA.

This research is for our clients only. It is based on current public information which we consider reliable, but we do not represent  that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be 

relied on as such. We seek to update our research as appropriate, but various regulations may prevent us from doing so. Most of our reports are published at irregular intervals as 

appropriate in the analyst's judgment. 

This research is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. It does not constitute a 

personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients.

All our research reports are disseminated and available to all clients simultaneously through electronic publication to our website.

© Copyright 2024 New Street Research LLP

No part of this material may be copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed without the prior

written consent of New Street Research LLP.

New Street Research LLC is neither a registered investment advisor nor a broker/dealer. Subscribers and/or readers are advised that the information contained in this report is not to 

be construed or relied upon as investment, tax planning, accounting and/or legal advice, nor is it to be construed in any way as a recommendation to buy or sell any security or any 

other form of investment. All opinions, analyses and information contained herein is based upon sources believed to be reliable and is written in good faith, but no representation or 

warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made herein concerning any investment, tax, accounting and/or legal matter or the accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness 

and/or appropriateness of any of the information contained herein. Subscribers and/or readers are fur the r advised that the Company does not necessarily update the information 

and/or opinions set forth in this and/or any subsequent version of this report. Readers are urged to consult with their own independent professional advisors with respect to any 

matter herein. 

All information contained herein and/or this website should be independently verified.

All research is issued under the regulatory oversight of New Street Research LLP.

Disclosures
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